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1 IntrodutionWinZip [25℄ is a popular ompression utility for Mirosoft Windows omputers, the latest versionof whih is advertised as having \easy-to-use AES enryption to protet your sensitive data" [25℄.Beause of WinZip's already established large user base, and beause of its advertised enryptionfeature, we antiipate that many urrent and future users will hoose to exerise this enryptionoption in an attempt to ryptographially protet their personal data. Additionally, beause ofWinZip's Mirosoft Outlook email plugin [24℄ and given other omments on WinZip's websites [25,26℄, we fully antiipate that many users will also hoose to use WinZip's enryption feature inan attempt to ryptographially protet the ontents of their email attahments and other shareddata.Unfortunately, WinZip's latest enryption sheme, dubbed \Advaned Enryption-2" or AE-2[23℄ and shipped with WinZip 9.0, is inseure in a number of natural senarios. We exhibit severalattaks in this paper and then propose ways of �xing the protool. We believe that our proposed�xes to the Zip �le format are relatively non-intrusive and that they will require only a moderateamount of reimplementation on the part of WinZip Computing, In. and the vendors of otherWinZip-ompatible appliations.WinZip. We shall write \WinZip" when we mean \WinZip 9.0" or any other reent version ofWinZip or a WinZip-ompatible tool that uses the AE-2 enryption sheme [23℄.1 A WinZiparhive an ontain multiple �les, and when that is the ase, eah �le is ompressed and enryptedindependently. For eah �le to arhive, if the length of the �le is above some threshold, WinZip�rst ompresses the �le using some standard ompression method suh as DEFLATE [8℄. WinZipthen invokes the AE-2 enryption method on the output of the previous stage. Spei�ally, itderives AES [7℄ and HMAC-SHA1 [17℄ keys from the user's passphrase and then enrypts theoutput of the ompression stage with AES in ounter (CTR) mode (AES-CTR) and authentiatesthe resulting iphertext with HMAC-SHA1. The underlying AES-CTR-then-HMAC-SHA1 ore isa provably seure authentiated enryption sheme per results by Bellare and Namprempre [1℄ andKrawzyk [17℄ and standard assumptions on AES-CTR and HMAC-SHA1. In other words, at ahigh-level, the new WinZip enryption arhiteture appears quite solid.A olletion of issues. All our attaks exerise di�erent problems with the way that WinZipattempts to protet users' �les. Furthermore, our attak works in a variety of di�erent settings,require a variety of di�erent resoures, and aomplish a variety of di�erent goals, whih meansthat di�erent adversaries may prefer di�erent attaks. Sine no single \best" attak exists, sinein order to eventually �x the protool we must �rst understand the (orthogonal) seurity issueswith the urrent design, and sine we believe that eah of the issues we unover is informative,we disuss eah of the main problems we found, and their orresponding attaks, in turn. Webelieve that our observations also serve to highlight the subtlety of ryptographi design sine (1)the WinZip AE-2 enryption method uses a provably-seure Enrypt-then-Authentiate ore in anatural and seemingly seure way and (2) one of the attaks we disover was made possible beauseof the way that WinZip hose to �x a di�erent problem with its earlier enryption method, AE-1.Furthermore, (1), as well as some of the other attaks that we disuss, undersore the fat thatseurity produts must be evaluated as a whole, and that the seurity of a whole produt may notfollow as a simple orollary of the seurity of some underlying omponent.The main issues we unover inlude the following:1Aording to the doumentation pakaged with WinZip 9.0, \Beause the tehnial spei�ation for WinZip'sAES format extension is available on the WinZip web site, we antiipate that other Zip �le utilities will add supportfor this format extension." 2
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Information leakage from enrypted files' metadata. Aording to the WinZip dou-mentation, there is a known problem with the WinZip enryption arhiteture in that the metadataof an enrypted �le appears in the WinZip arhive in leartext. Contained in this metadata is theenrypted �le's original �lename, the �le's last modi�ation date and time, the length of the originalplaintext �le, and the length of the resulting iphertext data, the latter also being the length ofthe ompressed plaintext data plus some known onstant. Although we understand that WinZipComputing, In. may have had reasons for leaving these �elds unenrypted, the risks assoiatedto leaving these �elds unenrypted should not be disounted. For example, if the name of a om-pressed and enrypted �le in the PinkSlips.zip arhive is PinkSlip-Bob.do, enrypting the �lesin the arhive will not prevent Bob from learning that he may soon be laid o�. Additionally, areent result from Kelsey [15℄ shows that an adversary knowing only the length of an unompresseddata stream and the length of the ompression output will be able to learn some information aboutthe unompressed data. For example, from the ompression ratio an adversary might learn thelanguage in whih the original �le was written [3℄. Of ourse, the mere name, date, and size ofthe entire .zip arhive may reveal information to an adversary, so the goal here should not be toprevent all information leakage, but to redue the amount of information leakage whenever possible.Interations between ompression and the AE-2 enryption method. One of ourhosen-iphertext attaks exploits a novel interation between WinZip's ompression algorithm andthe AE-2 enryption method. In partiular, although the underlying AES-CTR-then-HMAC-SHA1ore of AE-2 provably protets both the privay and the integrity of enapsulated data, f. Bellareand Namprempre [1℄ and Krawzyk [17℄, an attaker an exploit the fat that the metadata �eldsindiating the hosen ompression method and the length of the original �le are not authentiatedby HMAC-SHA1 as part of AE-2.An example situation in whih an adversary ould exploit this aw is the following: Two parties,Alie and Bob, wish to use WinZip to protet the privay and integrity of some orporate data. Todo this, they �rst agree upon a shared seret passphrase. Suppose Alie uses WinZip to ompressand enrypt some �le named F.dat, using their agreed upon passphrase to key the enryption,and let F.zip denote the resulting arhive. Now suppose Alie sends F.zip to Bob, perhaps usingWinZip's Outlook email plugin or by putting it on some orporate �le server or an anonymousftp server. We argue that the type of seurity that Alie and Bob would expet in this situationis very similar to the authentiated enryption [14, 2, 1℄. and seure hannel [6, 17℄ notions; i.e.,the onstrution should preserve the privay and the authentiity of Alie's �les. Unfortunately,an adversary, Mallory, ould break the seurity of WinZip under this model. For example, assumethat Mallory has the ability to hange the ontents of F.zip, replaing it with a modi�ed version,F-prime.zip, that has a di�erent value in the metadata �eld indiating the hosen ompressionmethod and an appropriately revised value for the plaintext �le length. When Bob tries to deryptand unompress F-prime.zip, he will use the inorret deompression method, and the ontentsof F.dat upon extration will not be the original ontents of F.dat, but will will now look likeompletely unintelligible garbage G. Now suppose that Mallory an obtain G in some way. Forexample, suppose Bob sends the frustrated note \The �le you sent was garbage!" to Alie. IfMallory interepts that note, he might reply to Bob, while pretending to be Alie, \I think I'vehad this problem before; ould you send the garbage that ame out so that I an �gure out whathappened; it's just garbage, there's no reason not to inlude it in an email." Mallory, after obtainingG, an reonstrut the true ontents of Alie's original F.dat �le.We believe that the above attak senario is quite realisti. In fat, it is the same senario thatKatz and Shneier [13℄ and Jallad, Katz, and Shneier [10℄ used when attaking email enryptionprograms and PGP, so any attak against WinZip's Outlook email plugin under the same senario3
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is at least as damaging (one di�erene is that our attak is appliable to WinZip in its defaultsetting, whereas the previous attaks against PGP require the user to hoose a non-default settingor to enrypt already ompressed data). Even when users do not use WinZip's Outlook plugin tosend enrypted attahments, we believe that there are other natural senarios in whih an adversaryould mount our attak. For example, employees of at least one large orporation, Diebold EletionSystems, transported important eletion-related �les, ompressed and enrypted into Zip arhives,via an anonymous ftp site [11℄.2 Given Jones' [11℄ disussion of Diebold's proedures, we would besurprised if an adversary able to modify F.zip ould not also get aess to the derypted, garbage-looking output G. Lastly, even if seurity-onsious users might try to prevent an adversary fromlearning G, we believe that seurity produts should remain seure even in the fae of potentialmisuses by non-seurity onsious users, whih further suggests that the attak we desribe issigni�ant and should be proteted against.On the names of files and their interpretations. There are a number of systems thatassoiate software appliations with �lenames; for example, a Mirosoft Windows mahine willby default open .do �les with Mirosoft Word and .ppt �les with Mirosoft Power Point. Un-fortunately, WinZip's AE-2 enryption method does not authentiate an enrypted �le's �lenamemetadata �eld, meaning that Mallory ould modify the names of the enrypted �les in an arhivewithout triggering any detetion mehanism within the extration utility. This is problemati sine,on a system like Mirosoft Windows, it is important for an extrated �le to have the same extensionas the original �le. Otherwise, when Bob tries to open that �le, he will aidentally use the wrongappliation, get an error message, and thereby possibly allow Mallory to mount an attak similarto the one desribed in the previous heading. Note that the issue desribed here is orthogonal tothe issue of leaving an enrypted �le's �lename unenrypted; spei�ally, the issue is not that the�lename is stored in leartext, but that the �lename is not authentiated, though also enryptingthe �lename would not hurt.We disuss other issues that an arise from allowing an adversary to modify the names ofenrypted �les. The main lesson with all of these issues is that a �le enryption utility must notonly protet the integrity of the ontents of an enrypted �le, but must also protet the integrity ofall of the metadata, like the �lename or �lename extension, neessary for the surrounding systemto orretly interpret that data.Interations with AE-1 and a hosen-protool attak. Aording to the WinZip AE-2 spei�ation [23℄, the AE-2 enryption method �xes a seurity problem with an earlier AE-1enryption method. Further, aording to [23℄, software implementing the AE-2 enryption methodmust be able to derypt �les enrypted with AE-1. While AE-2 does protet against a spei� attakagainst AE-1, there is unfortunately a hosen-protool attak against WinZip that exploits the fatthat an adversary an fore WinZip to use the AE-1 deryption method on an AE-2-enrypted �le.The attak also exploits the fat that in addition to using HMAC-SHA1, AE-1 also uses a 32-bitCRC of the unenrypted plaintext �le.The attak works in the same setting as the previous attaks. In this attak, Mallory intereptsF.zip, makes a guess of the ontents of F.dat, and reates a replaement F-prime.zip based o�his guess. If Bob an suessfully derypt F-prime.zip, i.e., if Bob doesn't omplain to Alie thatthe �le failed to derypt beause of a failed CRC hek, then Mallory learns with high probabilitywhether his guess was orret. To ompare this attak with the previous attak, note that Malloryonly needs to learn whether F-prime.zip derypted suessfully. On the other hand, Mallory onlylearns whether his guess was orret. Still, this may onstitute a serious attak if Mallory knows2These events preeded WinZip's invention of AE-2 and Diebold used the traditional Zip enryption method.4
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that the ontents of F.dat is from a small set of possible values, perhaps beause of pre-existingknowledge of the message spae or additional information gleaned from the ompression ratio, andwants to know whih value it is. (Atually, in some situations Mallory may learn more than justwhether his guess was orret; details in the body of this paper.)Arhives with both enrypted and unenrypted files. Aording to the WinZip AE-2spei�ation, arhives an ontain both enrypted and unenrypted �les. While this may havesome funtionality and usability advantages, there is also a rather serious seurity disadvantage.In partiular, when a user invokes WinZip 9.0's extration utility on an arhive ontaining bothenrypted and unenrypted �les, WinZip 9.0 will ask for a passphrase. It will then proeed toextrat all of the �les in the arhive, without telling the user whih �les were enrypted andwhih were not. The user will thus think that all the �les in the arhive were enrypted (andauthentiated), but, in fat, an adversary ould have omplete ontrol over the ontents of all butone of the �les in the arhive (one �le must remain enrypted under the user's passphrase in orderto fore WinZip 9.0 to prompt the user for the passphrase). (In Setion 7 we provide evidene thatsuggests that although WinZip Computing, In. was unaware of the attak we found when theydesigned AE-2, other Zip manufaturers may have been aware of it, or at least knew that therewere risks assoiated with allowing both enrypted and unenrypted �les in Zip arhives.)Key ollisions and repeated keystream. To enrypt a �le, WinZip �rst takes the user'spassphrase and derives ryptographi keys for AES and for HMAC-SHA1. The key derivation pro-ess is randomized; one of the reasons for this randomization is so that two di�erent �les enryptedwith the same passphrase will use di�erent AES and HMAC-SHA1 keys. Unfortunately, beausenot enough randomness is used in the key derivation proess, we expet AES key ollisions afterenrypting only 232 �les when using AES with 128-bit keys. Furthermore, the AE-2 spei�ationsays that the initial CTR mode ounter is always zero.3 Combining these two observations, wean expet CTR mode keystream reuse after enrypting only around 232 �les, whih is muh lessthan the 264 �les we would expet if we hose a di�erent random key for eah �le. Additionally,assuming that the enrypted �les are all of realisti size, then this is also less than the number of�les we would expet if we used AES in CTR mode with just a single key but a randomly seletedinitial ounter for eah �le.Beause WinZip enrypts eah �le in an arhive independently, all 232 �les need not be put intoseparate arhives; we expet keystream reuse even if all 232 �les are distributed amongst only asmall set of WinZip arhives. The problems with keystream reuse are well known: One Alie reuseskeystream, Mallory will be able to learn information about the ompressed and enrypted plaintext.In a worst-ase senario, if Mallory knew the entire ontent of the larger, after ompression, of two�les enrypted with the same keystream, then Mallory would immediately know the entire ontentsof the other �le.Other ways of attaking WinZip. There are other ways in whih an adversary might attakWinZip or any other ompression utility. For example, as noted in the WinZip doumentation, anadversary might try to apture a user's passphrase by installing a keyboard logger on the user'somputer or might try to resurret a plaintext �le from memory. We also observe what we believeto be a new integrity attak against self-extrating password-proteted exeutables: An adversarywanting to replae the data enapsulated by a password-proteted self-extrating exeutable ouldwrite a new exeutable, with a similar user interfae to the real self-extrating exeutable, that3Previously we said that the underlying Enrypt-then-Authentiate ore of AE-2 is a provably seure authentiatedenryption sheme per Bellare and Namprempre [1℄ and Krawzyk [17℄. Beause the initial CTR mode ounter isalways zero, we were assuming that eah key is used to enrypt at most one message, whih is typially the aseassuming that less than 232 �les are enrypted per passphrase.5
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asks for but ignores the user-entered passphrase and simply reates a data �le of the adversary'shoie. However, attaks suh as these are unrelated to the AE-2 enryption method, and sineour fous is on the AE-2 enryption method and WinZip's use of ryptography, we do not onsiderthese attaks further.Seure alternatives. In response to the ryptographi issues and attaks we found, we disussa number of approahes for �xing the WinZip enryption method while simultaneously minimizingthe hanges to the AE-2 spei�ation. Sine WinZip Computing, In. has a business interestin ompeting with other ompanies o�ering arhival and email programs with similar or betteradvertised seurity laims, like PKWARE, and sine we believe that WinZip Computing, In. trulyares about proteting the privay and integrity of users' data, we hope that WinZip Computing,In. will hoose to inorporate many of our suggestions into their appliation.Other Zip enryption methods. There are a number of other passphrase-based Zip enryptionmethods besides WinZip's new AE-2. The traditional Zip enryption mehanism [9℄ has similarfuntionality to AE-2, but it has signi�antly worse seurity: The traditional Zip stream ipher hasbeen broken [5, 22℄ and the ontents of traditionally-enrypted arhives an be eÆiently reoveredfrom the arhives diretly; i.e., there is no need to mount a hosen-iphertext attak like the ones wedesribe above. PKWARE also reently announed a new passphrase-based enryption mehanismalled EFS [19℄. The January 2004 version of the PKWARE's EFS spei�ation [20℄, as well asthe traditional Zip enryption mehanism, are all vulnerable to our attaks that exploit generiproperties of the Zip �le format, namely the attaks exploiting (1) the information leakage of anenrypted �le's metadata, (2) the fat that an enrypted �le's �lename is not authentiated, and(3) the fat that an arhive an ontain both enrypted and unenrypted �les. Although the globalappliability of issue (1) is by now folklore knowledge, and we have evidene to believe that somepeople, although unfortunately not WinZip Computing, In., may have known about some aspetsof issue (3), we have seen no previous disussions of issue (2). The lak of previous disussions andawareness of these latter issues is likely beause, until the reation of appliations like Zip Outlookplugins, and until the publiation of works like Katz and Shneier [13℄, the risks of hosen-iphertextattaks were under-estimated.The latest EFS spei�ation [19℄, dated April 26, 2004 and appearing after the original IACRePrint appearane of this paper, adds a new \�lename enryption" feature that will enrypt the�lename and other metadata �elds of enrypted �les. Although EFS's approah for addressingissue (1) is di�erent than ours, and is an option that users or administrators may fail to turn on(it was not the default in the version we tested), we are pleased to �nd that our suggestions for�xing (1) are less intrusive to the Zip �le format than PKWARE's (when \�lename enryption" isturned on under PKWARE's new spei�ation [19℄, PKWARE-enrypted arhives are not parsableunder the traditional Zip spei�ation [9℄). With respet to PKWARE's spei�ation's new \�le-name enryption" feature, we note that \�lename enryption" alone annot always fully protetagainst our problems with issues (2) and (3), largely beause enryption alone does not neessarilyimply authentiation (we do remark, however, that the use of ertain enryption modes and theompression of the entral diretory, whih is how PKWARE ahieves �lename enryption, mayprevent the attaks from immediately going through, but this is largely for fortuitous reasons).PKWARE's spei�ation [19℄ also inludes the ability to enrypt and sign �les using publi keyryptography, assuming the presene of the requisite additional infrastruture, though it is worthnoting that the \erti�ate proessing method for ZIP �le enryption remains under development. . . and is subjet to hange without notie [19℄." Although a full treatment of PKWARE's newEFS passphrase-based enryption mehanism, as well as PKWARE's use of publi key ryptogra-phy, is outside the sope of this paper, we do make a few observations here. The passphrase-based6
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enryption mehanism does not inlude a message authentiation ode at all, and thus does notappear to have been designed to protet the privay or integrity of �les under hosen-iphertextattaks. This is problemati sine, although digital signatures an be used to protet the authenti-ity of the enapsulated data, it is still important to protet the authentiity of �les enrypted withpassphrases when the neessary infrastruture for digital signatures is not available, or when a userdoes not want to be bound to the ontents of a �le with a digital signature. The spei�ation is alsoinomplete, making it not only diÆult to implement the system from the spei�ation alone, butto fully analyze the system for potential seurity problems without making onjetures about howthe system is atually supposed to work; e.g., if the user or developer hooses RC4 for enryption,how exatly is RC4 supposed to be used? Are results like Mironov's [18℄ taken into onsideration?Where the spei�ation is unambiguous, the spei�ation still leaves deisions, suh as the hoie ofthe underlying ipher (e.g., 40-bit RC2, 64-bit RC4, 3DES, AES) and the length of the randomnessRD when deriving enryption keys, up to the hoie of implementors. This is a onern sine evenif PKWARE makes safe hoies with respet to these deisions, there is nothing in the spei�ationto prevent third-party developers from making unsafe hoies.Additional related works. In addition to the already-ited related works, Biham [4℄ introduedthe notion of key-ollision attaks in the ontext of DES, noting that we expet one key ollisionafter enrypting about 228 messages using randomly seleted 56-bit DES keys; our keystream reuseattak in Setion 8 is related to Biham's key-ollision attak exept that it is more eÆient thana normal key ollision attak beause of the way that WinZip derives AES keys from passphrases.Kelsey, Shneier, and Wagner [16℄ introdued the onept of a hosen-protool attak.2 The WinZip ompression and enryption methodWinZip's ompression arhiteture follows the Info-ZIP spei�ation [9℄. The AES-based AE-2extension is desribed on WinZip's website [23℄. The di�erene between the AE-2 enryptionmethod and the AE-1 enryption method is slight and will be mentioned at the end of this setion.Basi struture. We present here the basi Zip �le format and the AE-2 extensions, omittingdetails that are not relevant to our attaks and to our seurity improvements. Figure 1 shows theontents of an example AE-2-enrypted WinZip arhive.A Zip arhive an ontain multiple �les. When arhiving a set of �les, WinZip reates tworeords for eah �le, a main �le reord and a entral diretory reord. The resulting Zip arhiveontains all of the main �le reords onatenated together followed by all of the entral diretoryreords (following the entral diretory reords is an end of arhive reord, whih is not relevantto our attaks and suggested improvements). The main �le reord ontains metadata about the�le, like the �lename, as well as the �le's ontents, the latter typially being ompressed and, inthe ase of AE-2, enrypted. The ontents of eah �le is ompressed and enrypted independently.The entral diretory reord mirrors the metadata stored in the main �le reord and also ontainsinformation about the loation of the �le's orresponding main �le reord in the Zip arhive. Oneof the reasons for the existene of the entral diretory reord is for usability when working withmulti-volume oppy or CD arhives. For example, when extrating a �le from a multi-volume CDarhive, the user an insert the last CD, WinZip an read the entral diretory information, andthen WinZip an prompt the user to insert the CD ontaining the main �le reord.When referring to �elds of Zip arhive, byte strings will be written like 504b0304bs, meaningthat the �rst byte is 50bs = 80, the seond byte is 4bbs = 75, and so on. Integers, suh as lengths,that are stored in multi-byte �elds are enoded in little endian format.7
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Fig. 1. This �gure shows the ontents of a Zip arhive ontaining two �les, FirstFile.txt andSeondFile.txt, both ompressed and enrypted using the WinZip AE-2 enryption method. Thehighlighted portion orresponds to the main �le reord for SeondFile.txt.Main file reord. Aording to the Info-ZIP spei�ation [9℄, and barring ertain extensions thatdo not a�et our attaks, all main �le reords have the following struture (the �elds importantto our work are highlighted): main �le reord indiator (4 bytes, always 504b0304bs), versionneeded to extrat (2 bytes), general purpose bit ag (2 bytes), ompression method (2 bytes), lastmodi�ation time (2 bytes), last modi�ation date (2 bytes), 32-bit CRC (4 bytes), ompressedsize (4 bytes), unompressed size (4 bytes), �lename length (2 bytes), extra �eld length (2 bytes),�lename (variable size), and extra �eld (variable size). Following the above �elds, but still part ofthe main �le reord, is the �le data �eld.Central diretory reord. The entral diretory reord for a �le onsists of the following �elds(important �elds highlighted): entral diretory reord indiator (4 bytes, always 504b0102bs),version made by (2 bytes), version needed to extrat (2 bytes), general purpose bit ag (2 bytes),ompression method (2 bytes), last modi�ation time (2 bytes), last modi�ation date (2 bytes),32-bit CRC (4 bytes), ompressed size (4 bytes), unompressed size (4 bytes), �lename length (2bytes), extra �eld length (2 bytes), �le omment length (2 bytes), disk number start (2 bytes),internal �le attributes (2 bytes), external �le attributes (4 bytes), relative o�set of loal header (4bytes), �lename (variable size), extra �eld (variable size), and �le omment (variable size).AE-2 settings and the AE-2 extra data field. The following is appliable to both the main�le reord and the entral diretory reord. When the AE-2 WinZip enryption algorithm is turnedon, the four bytes reserved for the 32-bit CRC are set to zero, bit 0 of the general purpose ag is setto 1, and the two bytes reserved for the ompression method are set to 6300bs. The extra data �eldwill onsist of the following 11 bytes (again, important �elds highlighted): extra �eld header id (2bytes, always 0199bs), data size (2 bytes, 0700bs for AE-2 sine there are seven remaining bytes inthe 11-byte extra data �eld), version number (2 bytes, always 0200bs for AE-2), 2-harater vendor8
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ID (2 bytes, always 4145bs for AE-2), value indiating AES enryption strength (1 byte), and theatual ompression method used to ompress the �le (2 bytes). The enryption strength �eld will be01bs (resp., 02bs or 03bs) if the �le is enrypted with AES using a 128-bit (resp., 192-bit or 256-bit)key. Example values for the atual ompression method are 0800bs if the �le is DEFLATEd [8℄ and0000bs if no ompression is used.File data field. When a �le is AE-2-enrypted, the �le data �eld of the main �le reord ontainsthe following information: salt (variable length), password veri�ation value (2 bytes), enrypted�le data (variable length), and the authentiation ode (10 bytes). The salt is 8 bytes (resp., 12bytes or 16 bytes) long if the AES key is 128 bits (resp., 192 bits or 256 bits) long.The enrypted file data and the authentiation ode. Before applying the AE-2 enryp-tion method, the ontents of the plaintext �le is ompressed aording to the \atual ompressionmethod used to ompress the �le" �eld of the AE-2 extra data �eld desribed above. Then anAES enryption key, an HMAC-SHA1 key, and a password veri�ation value are derived from theuser's passphrase and a salt using the PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA1 algorithm [12℄. The length of thesalt depends on the hosen length of the AES key and is desribed above. The spei�ation [23℄states that the salt should not repeat, and sine this must be true aross di�erent invoations ofthe ompression tool, suggests making the salt a random value.The derived AES key is used to enrypt the ompressed data using AES in CTR mode withzero as the initial ounter. The ompressed plaintext data is not padded before enryption. Afterenryption, the enrypted data is MACed using HMAC-SHA1 and the derived MAC key, and 80bits of the HMAC-SHA1 output are used as the authentiation ode.Differenes between AE-1 and AE-2. The only di�erenes between the AE-2 method andthe earlier AE-1 method is that in AE-1 the version number in the main �le reord's and entraldiretory reord's extra data �elds are 0100bs and the 32-bit CRC �elds are not all zero but atuallyontains the CRC of the original unenrypted data, whih the WinZip spei�ation [23℄ states mustbe heked upon extration. The motivation for zeroing out the CRC �eld in AE-2 is beause theCRC of the plaintext will leak information about the plaintext.3 Information leakageThe metadata �elds of enrypted �les leak important and potentially seurity-ritial informationin several ways. The names of the enrypted �les are stored in leartext, whih an obviously bea onern. The �les' last modi�ation dates and times are also stored unenrypted, whih an beused to infer some relationship between the ontents of di�erent enrypted �les or some event in thepast. Additionally, the length of plaintext �les are stored in the �les' metadata �elds unenrypted.This is a onern sine, based on Kelsey's reent results about ompression as a side-hannel [15℄,an adversary an learn information about the plaintext simply given the lengths of both the originaland the ompressed data. As Kelsey notes, information leakage via the ompression ratio of �lesbeomes partiularly e�etive if Mallory has pre-existing partial knowledge of the plaintext or ifMallory an see the ompression ratio of multiple related �les, e.g., di�erent versions of the same�le over time. The WinZip doumentation notes that these piees of information are inludedunenrypted in the �le's metadata, but the risks assoiated with leaving these �elds unenrypted isnot onsidered. Furthermore, many users may fail to read the doumentation, and thus not realizethat these information leakage side-hannels exist in the �rst plae.It is a well known fat that the lassi Zip enryption method [9℄ also leaks the information thatwe mention above, plus the 32-bit CRC of an enrypted �le's original plaintext. It is interesting to9
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ask why WinZip Computing, In. did not �x this problem in their new AE-2 spei�ation. The mostlikely onjeture is that WinZip Computing, In. hose not to do so either beause of engineeringor design omplexities, or beause of funtionality issues (e.g., they atually wanted to allow usersto be get a diretory listing of the ontents in their enrypted arhives without having to entera passphrase). To address the former reason, we disuss tehnial approahes for addressing theinformation leakage onerns in Setion 10.4 Exploiting the interation between ompression and enryptionReall the setup desribed in Setion 1, where Alie enrypts F.dat and sends the resulting Ziparhive, F.zip, to Bob, but where Mallory prevents the delivery of F.zip and instead gives Bob a�le, F-prime.zip, that is related to F.zip but that is slightly di�erent. The ritial observationfor our attak is that despite the fat that the underlying enryption ore is a provably seureEnrypt-then-Authentiate authentiated enryption sheme, f. [1, 17℄, the ompression methodand original �le length �elds in an enrypted �le's main �le and entral diretory reords are notauthentiated, whih means that an adversary an hange these �elds without voiding the HMAC-SHA1 authentiation tag attahed to the �le. Consequently, assuming that the new unompressed�le length �eld is orret or that the extration tool does not hek that �eld, when Bob attemptsto derypt and deompress the modi�ed �le F-prime.zip, the MAC veri�ation will sueed andthe user will not see any error. But beause the adversary hanged the ompression method, the�le will be deompressed using the wrong algorithm and the resulting ontents G of the extrated�le will look like garbage. If Mallory an learn G, whih we argue in Setion 1 is reasonable insome ases, Mallory an reover the original ontents of Alie's �le F.dat.Implementing the attak. When atually mounting the attak, Mallory would probably hangethe ompression method indiators in the main �le and entral diretory reords from 0800bs, whihappears to be WinZip's default and whih orresponds the DEFLATE algorithm [8℄, to 0000bs,whih orresponds to no ompression. This is very easy to do and very eÆient and an be donein a linear pass through the �le, as an updating the original �le length �eld. We implementedthis attak against WinZip 9.0. To reate F-prime.zip from F.zip, rather than parse F.zip andswith the ompression type from 0800bs to 0000bs, we found that the Unix tsh ommand lineat F.zip | sed 's/\(\x02\x00\x41\x45\x01\)\x08\x00/\1\x00\x00/g' \> F-prime.zipwas suÆient in all of the ases that we tried, showing that the attak is indeed very easy tomount.4 We would only expet the above ommand line to not work as desired if the 7-byte string02004145010800bs appears in F.tar in a plae not orresponding to the extra data �eld of a �le'smain �le or entral diretory reords. Sine the WinZip 9.0 extration tool did not seem to verifythe length of the extrated �le, we did not need to modify the original �le length �elds of the �le'smain �le and entral diretory reords.Subtlety of ryptographi design. Reall that in AE-1 the CRC �eld of an enrypted �le'sheader ontains the CRC of the original plaintext �le but that the �eld is all zero in AE-2. Whentrying to mount the above attak against AE-1, sine the extration utility will also verify theCRC of the plaintext, whih will typially fail beause the plaintext is now di�erent, the resultinggarbage-looking data G will not be saved and the attak will not immediately go through. While4Di�erent versions of sed appear to handle binary streams di�erently. The attak worked on default RedHat 9.0systems with sed version 4.0.3. 10
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it is true that if Bob is rafty he may be able to view F.dat (the �le with ontents G) amongthe temporary �les reated by WinZip during the extration proess and before the CRC failure isnoted, send G to Alie, and thereby leak G to Mallory, it would probably be unrealisti for Malloryto assume that Bob will �nd F.dat among WinZip's temporary �les. This disussion highlights thesubtlety of ryptographi design sine the vulnerability presented in this setion was aidentallyintrodued when the authors of the spei�ation tried to �x a di�erent problem with AE-1.5 Exploiting the assoiation of appliations to �lenamesTo omplement the attak in Setion 4, we note that on many systems, inludingMirosoft Windowsmahines, software appliations are automatially attahed to �les based o� the �les' �lenameextensions; e.g., Mirosoft Windows will by default open .do �les with Mirosoft Word. Sine the�lename �elds of an enrypted �le's main �le and entral diretory reords are unauthentiated, anadversary ould modify those �eld without voiding the MAC inluded at the end of the enrypted�le's main �le reord. One Mallory does this, he an mount a variant of the attak in Setion 4sine appliations will usually report an error when trying to open a �le of the wrong extension.Fortunately, some appliations give desriptive error messages and, and Bob may realize that the�le has the wrong �lename extension (e.g., Mirosoft Exel gives the error \File.xls: �le format isnot valid" when opening a doument reated with Mirosoft Word), but this is largely serendipitousand should not be relied upon for seurity. This disussion on�rms the fat that a �le enryptionutility must not only protet the integrity of the enapsulated data itself, but also the metadata,like the �lename extension, neessary for the surrounding system to orretly interpret that data.We also observe that an adversary ould bene�t from hanging the names of the enrypted�les in an arhive while still maintaining the �les' original extensions. E.g., if Alie's salary isurrently higher than Mallory's, Mallory ould swap the names of the �les Alie-Salary.datand Mallory-Salary.dat in an enrypted arhive Salaries.zip without triggering any detetionmehanism within the WinZip extration utility.6 Exploiting the interation between AE-2 and AE-1The motivation for the hange from AE-1 to AE-2 is that in AE-1 the CRC of the plaintext �le isinluded unenrypted in an AE-1-enrypted WinZip arhive, and that will leak information aboutthe enrypted �les' ontents. While the CRC is no longer inluded in the output of the AE-2enryption method, one an exploit an interation between AE-1 and AE-2 in the following hosen-iphertext attak that reveals information about an AE-2-enrypted �le's CRC to an adversary.Our attak makes use of the fat that, aording to the AE-2 spei�ation [23℄, Zip tools thatunderstand AE-2 must be able to derypt �les enrypted with AE-1 and must verify the CRC uponextration.Details. Reall the setting used in Setion 4 and Setion 5. Assume Alie sends the enrypted �leF.zip to Bob, but assume that Mallory an modify the �le in transit and an learn whether Boban suessfully extrat the �le he reeives using the passphrase he shares with Alie. Now supposethat Mallory has a guess for what the original ontents of F are, but is not ompletely sure andwants to verify his guess H. He an do this as follows: Compute the 32-bit CRC of H and thenmodify F.zip suh that the version number in the main �le and entral diretory reords' extradata �elds are 0100bs and the CRC �elds in the �le's main �le and entral diretory reords has theCRC of H. Let F-prime.zip denote the Mallory-dotored �le. If Mallory's guess is orret, thenBob will be able to extrat F from F-prime.zip without any error. Otherwise, Bob will with high11
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probability see an error dialog box like the following, whih is the error we reeived when mountingthis attak with an inorret guess and then trying to extrat F-prime.zip using WinZip 9.0:Data error enountered in fileC:\FPossibly reoverable, ontat help�winzip.om and mention error ode 56.By observing Bob's reation, Mallory will learn whether his guess was orret.If we look more losely at how WinZip behaves when it attempts to extrat a modi�ed �le withan inorret CRC guess, it appears that the �le is �rst extrated, the CRC is heked, the useris told that the CRC hek failed, and then the extrated �le is deleted. This means that if Bobis rafty he will be able to aess the unenrypted �le between when it is extrated and when itis automatially deleted after the CRC hek fails. Even if Bob does this, whih we expet to beunlikely, he may not be on�dent in the orret extration of the �le and, if so, will likely onveythis lak of on�dene to Alie. Other implementations of the AE-2 spei�ation may delete theextrated �le before informing the user that the CRC hek failed.Extensions. Although not neessarily the ase with all Zip tools but in the ase of WinZip, afterdismissing the initial error dialog box Bob will have the option of viewing a more detailed errorlog. If Bob hooses to see this error log, he will see a line like the following:bad CRC 1845405d (should be 1945405d)If Bob deides to opy and paste this detailed error message in an email to Alie or help�winzip.om, and if Mallory sees this email, then Mallory will learn the CRC of the plaintext �le, andthereby learn additional information about the plaintext.7 Attaking Zip enryption at the �le levelWhen a Zip arhive ontains multiple �les, eah of the �les in the arhive is enapsulated indepen-dently, whih means that some �les in an arhive may only be ompressed and some may be bothompressed and enrypted. Unfortunately, this funtionality also opens the WinZip enryptionmethod to attak.This fat makes the WinZip AE-2 enryption method vulnerable to a number of attaks. Forexample, onsider the following: Mallory knows that the enrypted arhive Salaries.zip ontainsthe �les Alie-Salary.dat, Bob-Salary.dat and Mallory-Salary.dat, all enrypted using AE-2under the CFO's seret passphrase. Now, beause of the properties desribed above, an adversaryould remove the enrypted Mallory-Salary.dat �le from the Salaries.zip arhive and replae itwith a new, unenrypted �le, also named Mallory-Salary.dat, but with the ontents of Mallory'shoie. When the CFO tries to extrat the �les in the arhive using the WinZip 9.0 appliation,he will be prompted for his passphrase sine the Alie-Salary.dat and Bob-Salary.dat �lesare still enrypted. WinZip will then extrat the �les Alie-Salary.dat, Bob-Salary.dat, andMallory-Salary.dat. Sine the CFO had to enter his passphrase, he will likely believe thatthe extrated Mallory-Salary.dat �le is the same one that he enrypted, and thus ontainsMallory's real salary, when in fat the ontents of Mallory-Salary.dat are ompletely underMallory's ontrol. Similarly, if Alie reates an arhive ontaining both enrypted and unenrypted�les and sends that arhive F.zip to Bob, Mallory will be able to easily modify the ontents ofthe unenrypted �les in the arhive. But, like in the previous attak, sine Bob has to enter apassphrase to extrat the ontents of the arhive, and beause no warning is given about some �les12
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being unenrypted, Bob will believe that all the �les were enrypted by Alie and that they ontainAlie's original ontent.WinZip Computing, In. does not appear to have been aware of the above attaks when theyspei�ed AE-2 [23℄ and when they implemented WinZip 9.0, as supported both by the fat thatWinZip 9.0 does not generate a warning when extrating an arhive ontaining both enrypted andunenrypted �les, and by the following quotes taken from the AE-2 spei�ation [23℄, whih onlymention usability reasons for enrypting all the �les in an arhive and whih does not suggest thatvendors issue warnings when enountering unenrypted �les in an arhive with enrypted �les:\[Setion IV.A.℄ The presene of both enrypted and unenrypted �les in a Zip [arhive℄may trigger user warnings in some Zip �le utilities, so the user experiene may beimproved if all �les (inluding zero-length �les) are enrypted. Again, however, this isonly a reommendation [23℄."\[Setion IV.B.℄ There is no requirement that all �les in a Zip [arhive℄ be enryptedor that all �les that are enrypted use the same enryption method or the same pass-word [23℄."The �rst quote does suggest, however, that other Zip vendors may have known of the attak wedesribe above, or at least knew to be wary of arhives ontaining both enrypted and unenrypted�les.Beause �les in a Zip arhive are enrypted on a per-�le basis, an adversary ould also delete�les from an arhive. An adversary ould also reate a omposite Zip arhive with enrypted �lestaken from multiple di�erent arhives, but we view these properties as less interesting than the �rstattaks in this setion. Related to the �rst attaks in this setion, in Setion 5 we observed thatan adversary ould swap the �lenames of di�erent enrypted �les, and that he ould also use thisfat to modify the ontents of Alie's enrypted �les; the attaks in Setion 5 exploit a di�erentseurity problem, that for enrypted �les the �lenames are not authentiated.8 Keystream reuseWhen AE-2 is used with a 128-bit AES key, one an expet CTR mode keystream reuse afterenrypting approximately 232 �les, whih is muh less than one would expet given that AEShas 128-bit bloks. (When using 192-bit AES keys with AE-2, we expet keystream reuse afterenrypting 248 �les; when using 256-bit AES keys, we expet ollisions after enrypting 264 �les).The seurity problems with reusing keystream are well-known, and therefore we an expet theAE-2 enryption algorithm with 128-bit AES keys to start leaking even more information aboutthe ompressed and enrypted plaintext after 232 �les are enrypted with the same passphrase.This problem arises for two reasons. First, the salt used when deriving the AES and HMAC-SHA1 keys from the passphrase is only 64 bits (resp., 96 bits and 128 bits) long when the desiredAES key length is 128 bits (resp., 192 bits and 256 bits). Seond, AES-CTR is spei�ed to alwaysuse zero as the initial blok ounter. The former means that, with 128-bit keys, after enrypting232 �les we expet there to be one AES key that we used twie. The latter means that when weuse the same AES key twie, we will use the same keystream both times.9 Ditionary attaksOne of the reasons for using PBKDF2 [12℄ and a salt when deriving AES and HMAC-SHA1 keysfrom passphrases is to impede ditionary attaks. Spei�ally, an exhaustive searh through the13
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most ommon passphrases will be very slow beause of the omputational requirements for PB-DKF2, and a ditionary of HMAC-SHA1 keys, orresponding to the most ommon passphrases andall possible salt values, will be extremely large beause of the number of possible salt values.But sine a di�erent salt is used to enrypt eah �le, an adversary may not need to use allpossible salt values when populating an HMAC-SHA1 key ditionary. In partiular, Mallory wouldonly need to populate the ditionary using enough di�erent salt values to ensure, with high prob-ability, that one of the salt values that a user uses when enrypting her �les will ollide with oneof the salt values that Mallory used when reating his ditionary. For example, if the salt is 8bytes long and if eah user is expet to enrypt on the order of 232 �les, then Mallory would onlyneed to use 232 di�erent salt values when reating his HMAC-SHA1 ditionary. The ditionary anbe indexed o� of the salt and the two-byte password veri�ation value; the password veri�ationvalue thus redues further redues the amount of HMAC-SHA1 keys the attaker has to try in thebirthday attak. One Mallory �nds an HMAC-SHA1 key suh that the MAC of the enrypted�le veri�es, he will with high probability learn the user's orresponding passphrase, and thereafterbe able to derypt all of the �les enrypted under that passphrase. While this is a time-memorytrade-o� in terms of not having to ompute PBKDF2 for every passphrase guess, the memory andpreomputation requirements are still quite enormous and we expet that in pratie anyone tryingto learn a passphrase will simply try to exhaustively searh the passphrase, rather than try to usean HMAC-SHA1 key ditionary.10 FixesIn this setion we onsider �xes to the problems we disussed in Setion 3 through Setion 9,starting with Setions 4{9 and returning to Setion 3 at the end. We also disuss our preferredinstantiations of our suggestions.We begin by ignoring hosen-protool attaks. To address the problems raised in Setion 4, oneapproah might be to MAC the original unompressed plaintext instead of the iphertext and thenenrypt the resulting tag in a Authentiate-then-Enrypt-style onstrution. However, we do notreommend this as a general design proedure sine the resulting onstrution may not be gener-ially seure (f., the ounter examples for Authentiate-then-Enrypt in [1, 17℄). Muh betterwould be to build o� of WinZip's urrent Enrypt-then-Authentiate ore sine Enrypt-then-Authentiate is known to be generially seure (again due to [1, 17℄). Having deided to ontinueto use the existing Enrypt-then-Authentiate ore, we note the following general design priniplefor ryptographi enapsulation methods: A ryptographi enapsulation algorithm should au-thentiate all of the information that an extrator/deapsulator will use when reonstruting theoriginal data, exluding the authentiation tag itself and assuming that the extrator already hasa opy of the shared authentiation key. In the ase of WinZip, sine the ompression type �eld ofan enrypted �le's header will be aessed when extrating an enrypted �le, this means that theompression type value should be MACed along with the AES-CTR-generated iphertext. We annaturally extend this general priniple to mandate the authentiation of all data neessary to ensurethe orret interpretation of the data one the data has been orretly reonstruted, whih meansthat the �lename, date, and any other important metadata �elds in an enrypted �le's header mustalso be authentiated, whih addresses the onerns raised in Setion 5. (If WinZip Computing,In. does not mind deviating further from their urrent AES-CTR-then-HMAC-SHA1 onstrution,we note that the new enryption ore an atually be any provably-seure authentiated enryptionassoiated data sheme [21℄ as long as the important metadata �elds are authentiated.)To prevent hosen-protool attaks like the one desribed in Setion 6, it might be tempting to14
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apply the above priniple and reate a new AE version that MACs the enryption method versionnumber �eld in the extra data �eld of an enrypted �le's header. Unfortunately, this does notneessarily work sine here we are onerned about attaks that exploit the interation betweendi�erent enapsulation/deapsulation shemes, and, in partiular, interations with shemes, AE-1and AE-2, that have already been spei�ed and that do not urrently authentiate that �eld. Tosee why this is a problem, note that an adversary ould move the extra data MACed using thenew method into the iphertext portion of an AE-2-format arhive and thereby mount a hosen-protool attak. While one might try MACing information not diretly available to an adversary,suh as the enipherment of some none, we view suh an approah as inelegant. Rather, we suggestdiversifying the AES and HMAC-SHA1 key derivation proess in suh a way that the AES andHMAC-SHA1 keys derived from some passphrase and salt using the new enryption method will bedi�erent from the keys derived from the same passphrase and salt when using the AE-1 and AE-2enryption methods. This ould involve, for example, prepending the enryption method versionnumber, vendor ID, and enryption strength �eld to the salt before running the key derivationproedure. If it were not the ase that the length of the salt for AE-1 and AE-2 were �xed, but ifthe length of the salt was variable and if the length of the salt is enoded in a metadata �eld of anenrypted �le, then even our solution here would not be a suÆient sine an adversary ould simplyadd the method version number, vendor ID, and enryption strength �eld into the (now larger)salt in an AE-2-formatted arhive. For similar reasons, there is still the potential of interationwith other (non-WinZip) appliations that uses PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA1, but it seems impossiblefor WinZip to omplete avoid suh interations with appliations that are not under their ontrol.There are several possible solutions for the problems raised in Setion 7. The obvious approah ofauthentiating an entire arhive would likely break some of WinZip Computing, In.'s funtionalitydesign riteria, namely the desire to (eÆiently) handle updates to large arhives, and in partiulararhives spanning multiple CD volumes. Another approah might be to authentiate the entireentral diretory (the onatenation of all the entral diretory reords), sine the entral diretorywill always be stored at the end of the arhive, and in partiular on the last CD in a multi-volume arhive. Toward this end, we note that the Zip spei�ation already has the ability tosign the entral diretory using publi key ryptography, so adding the ability to authentiate theentral diretory using a MAC is ertainly reasonable. However, we point out that this solutionhas a number of issues that one must be areful of. For example, the extrator must hek theonsisteny between the metadata in a �le's main �le reord and a �le's entral diretory reord.If we are onerned about adversaries deleting �les from an arhive, then the absene of �les mustalso be heked (this may follow as a orollary of heking the onsisteny of the individual �lesif the onsisteny hek inludes main �le reord o�sets, whih are stored in the entral diretoryreord). But of most onern is the fat that authentiating the entral diretory alone will notprevent an attaker from modifying unenrypted �les in an arhive. Rather, those unenrypted�les must be ryptographially bound to the entral diretory in some way, perhaps by inluding aMAC of an unenrypted �les in its entral diretory reord. Another potential problem with thissolution is that if authentiating the entral diretory is an option, then one must be areful toensure that an adversary annot simply take a Zip arhive, turn that option o�, and remove theMAC of the entral diretory. One possible way of handling this might be to use di�erent AESand HMAC-SHA1 keys for when the option is turned on and when the option is turned o�. Butin reality, a reasonable solution might simply be to require appliations implementing the AE-2deryption algorithm to always report a warning when an arhive ontains both enrypted andunenrypted �les.To address the issues raised in Setion 8, we suggest two possible solutions. First, one oulddouble the urrent salt length. Alternatively, instead of always using zero as the initial AES-CTR15
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mode ounter, one ould use a random initial ounter seleted from the set of all possible 128-bitintegers. The initial ounter should be inluded in the resulting arhive and should also be inludedin the string to be MACed. Furthermore, under this approah the same AES and HMAC-SHA1keys an be used with all �les proteted by the same passphrase; i.e., the same randomly-seletedsalt ould be used with all suh �les in an arhive. The latter property is a performane winsine in the urrent design, where a di�erent salt is used with eah �le, the passphrase-based keyderivation step dominates the time when reating or extrating arhives ontaining lots of small�les. Possible solutions to the issues raised in Setion 9 inlude inreasing the length of the salt orusing the same salt when enrypting multiple �les. Fortunately, these two reommendations alignwith our reommendations for the issues raised in Setion 8. Additionally, we suggest not storingthe password veri�ation values in a �le's metadata sine it an be used to quikly eliminate keysin a ditionary attak against a user's passphrase.There are a number of di�erent approahes for addressing the information leakage onernsraised in Setion 3. The latest (April 26, 2004) spei�ation from PKWARE [19℄, whih is inom-patible with WinZip's new enryption method, introdues an option for enrypting the metadata�elds of an enrypted �le; when the option is turned on (it is not on by default), PKWARE'sSeureZIP produt enrypts the entire entral diretory and removes most of the metadata infor-mation from a �le's main �le reord, either by zeroing out the appropriate �elds or replaing themwith random data. Aside from the fat that the entral diretory is not MACed, our two biggestissues with PKWARE's solution is that (1) we believe that proteting against information leakagefrom an enrypted �le's header should not be an option and (2) arhives reated with the aboveoption turned on are no longer parsable under the traditional Zip spei�ation [9℄. In ontrast,our proposed �xes involve modifying the main �le and entral diretory reords suh that privay-ritial metadata information is always hidden and the resulting Zip arhives are still parsableunder the traditional Zip spei�ation [9℄. We an ahieve this goal in several ways. For example,using AES in CTR mode, it would be possible to enrypt spei� metadata �elds of a �le's main�le reord and entral diretory reord in-plae. In the ase of the entral diretory reord, thisapproah would require us to opy the salt neessary to derive the enryption key from the �ledata �eld of the main �le reord into the extra data �eld of the entral diretory reord. Unfor-tunately, this solution must still leak the length of a �le's �lename sine, under this approah, weannot enrypt any information neessary for parsing the �le, and the length of a �le's �lename isneessary information. Consequently, the solution that we prefer is to not enrypt portions a �le'smain �le reord and entral diretory reords in-plae, but to enrypt (and also authentiate) themain �le reord and the entral diretory reord ompletely. Our solution would then store theresulting iphertext in the �le data or extra data �elds of a wrapper main �le reord or wrapperentral diretory reord, respetively. Preeding the iphertexts must be the information, like thesalt, neessary to derive the �le's ryptographi keys from the user's passphrase. The metadata�elds of these wrapper reords an be �xed, or random, as long as the \ompression method �eld"in the main �le reord indiates that the reord is just serving as a wrapper for an enrypted �le.When extrating an arhive, the extrator should see this spei� ompression method type, de-rypt the wrapped data, and then treat the resulting plaintext as an unenrypted reord to parseas normal. In order to give an intuitive error message to users who try to derypt a �le enryptedunder this method, we suggest making the �lename �eld of the wrapper reords something likeWinZipEnryptedFile; one ould even add more information, like a URL. Lastly, another attra-tive property of this solution is that, by also authentiating these reords ompletely, this solutionimmediately implements our previous reommendations for addressing the onerns in Setion 4and Setion 5. 16
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A possible instantiation. Given the reommendations made in the above paragraphs, onepossible instantiation might be the following, whih is based on AE-2 but whih we all BE sine itis di�erent enough to warrant a new name. For eah �le to arhive, ompress the �le and reate main�le and entral diretory reords as if enryption was not used. Then selet a random value the samelength as the salt in AE-2, onatenate information about the enryption sheme (BE algorithmidenti�er, version number, and AES-key-length value) with the random value, and all the resultingvalue the salt for BE. Derive AES and HMAC-SHA1 keys from the user's passphrase and the saltusing PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA1. Then use that AES key to CTR mode enrypt all of the main �leand entral diretory reords, using a randomly seleted initial ounter (IV) for eah reord (themain �le and the entral diretory reords for a single �le should have di�erent random IVs). ThenMAC the IVs onatenated with eah of the iphertexts using HMAC-SHA1. Then onatenate theBE algorithm identi�er, version number, AES-key-length, the random value in the salt, the CTRmode IV, the iphertext, and the MAC for eah reord. No password veri�ation value is stored inthese resulting strings. For the resulting string onsisting of the enryption of the main �le reord,load it into the data portion of a wrapper main �le reord that has bit 0 of the general purpose agset to 1 (meaning that the �le is enrypted) and that has a \ompression method" �eld indiatingthat the �le is enrypted under our new enryption method; the other �elds an by anything thatdoes not leak information about the wrapped �le. For the resulting string onsisting of the entraldiretory reord, load it into the extra data portion of a wrapper entral diretory reord that hasthe same general purpose ag and ompression method as for the wrapper main �le reord. Whenextrating an arhive, the user must be warned whenever enountering an unenrypted �le in anarhive with enrypted �les. The MAC must also be heked during deryption. (Although all thedata neessary to reonstrut a �le is stored in the �le's wrapped main �le reord, we still maintainthe entral diretory reord sine it is part of the lassi Zip �le format [9℄ and sine it will be usedby some parties to quikly �nd spei� �les in an arhive. If there are inonsistenies between a�le's pair of reords, an error should our.)Some aveats with the design. Although the same random value in the salt an be used formultiple �les when enrypting them all at one, a new random value should be hosen if the userdeides to update a �le or add a new �le to an arhive. Alternatively, when updating a �le or addinga new �le to an arhive, if one wants to use the same random value in the salt as before, they musthek that the user's passphrase ombined with the existing salts suessfully derypts urrently-enrypted �les. If either of these solutions were not in plae, then an adversary ould replae therandom values in the salts in an arhive with any value of his hoie, and reate a ditionary of AESand HMAC-SHA1 keys orresponding to the single hosen salt value. Additionally, when hangingthe ontents of the �le, and to avoid keystream reuse, a new random initial ounter for CTR modemust be seleted.The seurity of this onstrution follows from the earlier disussions in this setion and theprovable seurity of AES-CTR-then-HMAC-SHA1 (unlike with AE-2, we an atually employ Bel-lare and Namprempre's [1℄ and Krawzyk's [17℄ results on the generi Enrypt-then-Authentiateparadigm when disussing BE sine we are now enrypting all the data of interest, rather thanjust a portion of it). The risks assoiated to AES key ollision attaks are minimized by theuse of a random IV in AES-CTR (spei�ally, AES key ollisions no longer immediately implykeystream reuse). BE an still leak information from the ompression ratio of a �le if the adversaryknows the original length of the �le (the original length is now no longer visible diretly from thearhive itself); this is aeptable beause we are unaware of any solution to the information-leakage-through-ompression problem without adding additional padding and thereby reduing the spaesavings generally assoiated to ompression. Our new method is more eÆient than AE-2 whenadding multiple �les to an arhive in bath, or extrating multiple arhives from a �le in bath; this17
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